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Caveat 

     This text deals with astral and physical forces that can be 

dangerous if misused or used carelessly. It is important that the 

reader know his or her own physical, emotional, and psychological 

limits before undertaking the studies within this book. The 

exercises herein and techniques discussed are not to be used in lieu 

of the services of trained and qualified professionals such as 

physicians or psychologists. The reader is responsible, in every 

way, for his or her actions involved in using the rituals in this book 

and the author, publisher and the distributor of this text are not 

responsible for any undesirable outcomes from the use of this book.
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Introduction: A Modern Day Grimoire 

How is this book different then all the other Magick 

books?   

     This book is a modern day Grimoire! This book, unlike most 

Medieval Magick books or Grimoires which are very hard to 

understand, take an hour or longer to complete the rituals, and 

often hide the real way to summon spirits to benefit your life, this 

book is simple to the point Magick with the most powerful Spirits 

from Ancient Babylonian, Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Celtic and 

Nordic cultures plus a chapter on Angelic Magick. These rituals are 

also designed to conjure the spirits to visible appearance! This book 

will help you accomplish your goals of attaining money, health, 
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psychic abilities, love and information and much more in as little as 

10 minutes per day. All you need is a candle, incense and a rope 

circle to get started. Unlike spells that rely upon a belief system, 

these simple evocation rituals don’t require you to believe in them 

at all as you are summoning these Ancient Spirits to do your 

bidding.  

 

Who is this book for? 

     If you’re not into Magick but simply are looking to improve 

your life through the help of the spiritual realm then this book is for 

you. Or if you are an intermediate or advanced occultist and want 

to have access to the most powerful forces in the spiritual realm 

with quick and simple rituals to do then this book is for you as 

well. 

Religious or not, any person can use this book and see benefits in 

their life. No belief system is required to see results from these 

rituals as well. And only the most helpful, good and beneficial 

spirits have been chosen. There are no dark or evil spirits in this 

book so there is nothing to worry about in summoning these spirits 

as they are only trying to help you improve your life!  
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How to do the Rituals 

     This is the most simple to the point most powerful Magick 

system you will ever use! And it only takes 10 minutes per ritual so 

they can be done quickly and anywhere. Simply gather your items 

needed in the list below and go the Ancient Magick chapter of your 

choice (Greek, Roman etc) and read the ritual at the beginning of 

the chapter and that’s it! All you need is a quiet place where you 

wont be disturbed, put on a tau robe if you want, a very small table 

with a cloth to cover the table to represent your altar, put a rope in 

the shape of a circle around you and your altar, a bell on the altar, 

one candle on the altar, sandalwood incense on the altar, a Fitchel 

Magician’s wand if you want, use the Book of Shadows in this book 

to record your rituals and results, the spirit’s symbol (sigil) around 

your neck as a necklace and the the ritual instructions to read while 

your doing the ritual. As you are doing the rituals you may feel and 

see the Spirits presence in the room and this is a good sign that 
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your request is being answered! For your protection, always stay 

inside the circle until the ritual is completed. Sometimes you will 

not feel anything but that does not mean the Ancient Spirits did not 

show up! You will still get your request answered in the next few 

days and so pay attention to things happening in your life as you 

go about your daily business. Spirits each have specific energies 

just as humans have personalities and when you summon them 

they will send waves of that energy into your life and you will 

actually see this manifest in your life in the form of money, health, 

information or whatever you requested. Some rituals work less for 

some people and better for others so try them all out to see which 

ones are the most effective for you. There are over 50 spirits to 

work in this book for almost any need or want you could have so 

you should never need to buy another Magick book again. 
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I. Babylonian Magick (The Elders) 

The Elder’s Sigil 

 

 

Babylonian Evocation Ritual: 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Elder’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Babylonian Gods, this ritual is now 

done. All forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until 

again I call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm 

nobody and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it 

be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Money 

Shamash (Sha-Mash) Large Money Ritual  

Marduk (Mar-Duke) Small Money Ritual  

Nebo (Ne-Boe) Lifetime Wealth Ritual  

Anu (Ah-Nu) Material Goal Ritual  

Enlil (En-Leel) Find Treasures Ritual  

 

Health 

Gula (Gue-La) Amazing Health Ritual  

Ishtar (Ish-Tar) Beauty and Strength Ritual  

 

Love 

Sin (Seen) Find a Soul Mate Ritual  

 

Information 

Yog-Sothoth (Yog-Soth-Oth) Gain Information on 

Something in Your Life Ritual (repeat 3 times before 

sleep-no set up of ritual on this one only) 

“Yog-Sothoth let me know the unknown.” 
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II. Greek Magick 

The Greek’s Sigil 

 

 

Greek Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Greek God’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Greek Gods, this ritual is now done. All 

forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Business/Trade 

Demeter Grow My Business Ritual 

Hephaestus Craftsmanship Ritual 

Money 

Delphi Multiply My Money Ritual 

 

Health 

Apollo Healing Ritual 

Hercules Increase My Strength Ritual 

 

Love 

Aphrodite Give Me a Lover Ritual 

Hera Help My Marriage Ritual 

 

Information 

Apollo Answer My Questions Ritual 

Athena Give Me Wisdom Ritual 
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Law/Contracts 

Zeus Make Me Win This Lawsuit Ritual 
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III. Roman Magick 

The Roman’s Sigil 

 

 

Roman Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Roman God’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Roman Gods, this ritual is now done. 

All forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Money 

Maia Grow My Money Ritual 

Plutus Make Me Wealthy Ritual 

 

Health 

Aesculapius Health and Disease Ritual 

Juventus Radiation Beauty Ritual 

 

Love 

Venus Bring Me Love Ritual 

 

Knowledge 

Minerva Give me Knowledge Ritual 

 

Psychic Abilites 

Diana Increase my Psychic Abilities Ritual 
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IV. Egyptian Magick 

The Egyptian’s Sigil 

 

 

Egyptian Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set up 

Put on Robe and wear Egyptian God’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Egyptian Gods, this ritual is now done. 

All forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Money 

Re Bring Me Money Ritual 

 

Health 

Osiris Great Health Ritual 

Khem Fertility Ritual 

 

Writing 

Thoth Inspire My Writing Ritual 

 

Love 

Anat Bring Me Love Ritual 

 

Information 

Thoth Give Me Wisdom Ritual 
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Dreams 

Am-heh Give Me Answers in My Dreams Ritual 
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V. Celtic Magick 

The Celtic’s Sigil 

 

 

Celtic Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Celtic God’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and to answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Celtic Gods, this ritual is now done. All 

forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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M = Male spirit 

F = Female spirit 

 

Money/Abundance  

Easal Prosperity Ritual (m) 

Buic Prosperity Ritual (m) 

HenWen Abundance Ritual (f) 

 

Astral Projection 

Balor Astral Projection Ritual (m) 

Beli Astral Projection Ritual (m) 

Coll Astral Projection Ritual (m) 

 

To help Animals 

Achtan Animal Protection Ritual (f) 

Aine Animal Protection Ritual (f) 

Ardwinna Animal Protection Ritual (f) 
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Beauty 

Aengus MacOg Beauty Ritual (m) 

Cliodna Personal Appearance Ritual (f) 

Creirwy Self Esteem and Appearance Ritual (f)  

 

Wisdom 

Aeval Wisdom in making Decisions Ritual (f)  

Avagdu Discover Hidden Wisdom in Yourself (m) 

Connla Gain Wisdom Ritual (m) 

 

Business/Trade 

Airmid Inspiration for craftsmanship Ritual (f)  

Brid Creative Trade Work Ritual (f) 

Credne Inspiration for Artistic Endeavors Ritual (m) 
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Overcoming Creative Blockages 

Aerten Overcome Enemies and Blocks Ritual (f) 

Brid Inspiration for Creativity Ritual (f) 

Amergin Overcome Writer’s Block Ritual (m) 

 

Settling Disputes 

Cadog the Wise Settle Disputes Ritual (m) 

Merlin Settle Any Dispute Ritual (m) 

Morann Settle Dispute and Judgment Ritual (m) 

 

Divination 

Cathbad Help for Great Divinations Ritual (m) 

Drem Divination Aid and Prophetic Dreams Ritual (f) 

Mandred Aid in All Magickal Endeavors (m) 
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Family Matters 

Ain Protect Family and Prosperity Ritual (f) 

Degad Strengthening Family Ties Ritual (m) 

Acthan Perseverance in Dealing with Children (f) 

 

Fertility 

Dana Fertility Success Ritual (f) 

Essus Fertlity and Harvest Rites (m) 

Idath Fertility Success Ritual (m) 

 

Friendship/Loyalty 

Enid Couples Help Ritual (f) 

Id Loyalty and Friendship Ritual (m) 

Heloise Couples Magick Ritual (f) 
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Healing 

Caolainn Regeneration of Body Ritual (f) 

Grannos Healing Ritual (m) 

Meg the Healer Health and Healing Ritual (f) 

 

Love 

Cred Find Soul Mate Ritual (f) 

Isolde Couples Work Ritual (f) 

Ossian to Increase Love Ritual (m) 

 

Help In Magick 

Merlin for Any Help in Magick Ritual (m) 

Semion Astral Projection in Magick Ritual (m) 

Calatin General Magick Assistance Ritual (m) 
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Past-Life Memory 

Anind Discover Your Past Lives Ritual (m) 

Arawen Past-Life Memory Ritual (m) 

Gwion Bach Past-Life Explorations Ritual (m) 

 

Strength/Stamina 

Hu the Mighty To Gain Personal Strength Ritual (m) 

Uathach Strength Ritual (f) 

Taillte Strength for Competitive Games Ritual (f) 

 

Protection 

Tamara to Fortify Your Own Boundaries (f) 

Mulo for Protection to Travel Anywhere (m) 

Llew for Overall Protection (m) 
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VI. Nordic Magick 

The Nordic’s Sigil 

 

 

Nordic Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Nordic God’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Nordic Gods, this ritual is now done. 

All forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Money 

Freyr Money Ritual 

Jord Abundance Ritual 

Hertha Success Ritual 

 

Health 

Eir Healing Ritual 

Freyr Health Ritual 

Odin Incredible Health Ritual 

Fenrir Strength Ritual 

 

Love 

Odin Find a Lover Ritual 

Vor Marriage contract Agreements Ritual 
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Information 

Gymir Dreams Ritual 

Picullus Visions/Dreams Ritual 
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VII. Angelic Magick 

The Angel’s Sigil 

 
 

Angelic Evocation Ritual 

Temple Set Up 

Put on Robe and wear Angel’s Sigil as a necklace 

Put cloth on altar, with bell, lit candle and sandalwood incense on it 

Put rope circle around you and the altar and face east 

Read description of Spirit and write Request 

Opening Rituals 

Ring Bell-“this temple is now open” 

Opening Prayer: “Before me is Raphael, behind me is Gabriel, on my 

right side is Michael and on my left side is Auriel. For around me shines 

the Pentagram and within me shines the six -rayed star” 
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Spirit Communication 

Stare at spirit’s sigil and visualize your request 

Say this 3 times: “I summon and evoke thee, (name of spirit), to visibly 

appear before me and answer my request of (request). 

Stare at spirit’s sigil again and visualize request completed. 

Closing Rituals 

License to Depart: “I thank thee, Angels, this ritual is now done. All 

forces, Entities and Energies shall go about their business until again I 

call. In the Ultimate Name, go in peace to do my bidding. Harm nobody 

and none and nothing that I have, that I like and love. So mote it be.” 

Ring bell-”this temple is now closed” 

Record in Book of Shadows. 

End. 
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Money 

Camaysar (Car-May-Zar) Increase My Money Ritual  

Ataphiel (Ah-Tar-Fee-Ale) Lucky Lottery Ticket Ritual 

Delukiel (Day-Luke-Key-Ale) Out of Poverty Ritual 

 

Luck 

Bodiel (Bo-Dee-Ale) Good Luck Ritual 

 

Health 

Eladel (Ale-Ah-Dale) Increase Body Strength Ritual 

Jesubilin (Yeah-Sou-Bee-Lean) Relax My Body Ritual 

Heleleth (Hay-Lay-Late) Disease Banishing Ritual 

Mumiah (Moo-Me-Ah) Improve My Health Ritual 

 

Love 

Furlac (Fur-Lak) Bring Me a Lover Ritual 
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Information 

Hahaiah (Ha-ha-ee-yah) Answer My Question Ritual 

This Ritual is not done like the other rituals. Say the name 

Hahaiah 10 times and then close your eyes and ask a 

question. Then pay attention to thoughts, insight that 

comes to you in the next 24 hours and follow those 

hunches. 

 

Career 

Umeroz (Oo-May-Rose) Take Me to the Top of My Career 

Ritual 

 

Business/Trade 

Qaniel (Car-Knee-Ale) Increase My Business Ritual 

 

Speaking Engagements 

Torquaret (Tea-Car-Are-Teen) Incredible Speaker Ritual 

Test Taking 
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Ram Avatar (Rahm-Ah-Var-Tar) Test Taking Ritual 

 

Tell Me What I’m good at 

Shathniel (Shat-Knee-Ale) What I’m Good At Ritual 

 

Lost Objects 

Weatta (Wah-Ah-Tar) Find Lost Objects Ritual 

 

See the Future 

Vocasiel (Voke-Car-Sea-Ale) See the Future Ritual 

 

New Place to Live 

Purah (Poor-Ah) Find Me A Better Place to Live Ritual 

Fame 

Abraxas (Ah-Bracks-Ass) Make Me Famous Ritual 
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Protection  

You do not need to do a Ritual for this one. 

The Pentagram is the most ancient and most powerful symbol used 

for protection!  In ancient Roman times every person had a 

Pentagram painted on their door to ward off evil spirits as well as 

the Babylonians and many others throughout history. This 5 

pointed star with the point going up represents earth, air, fire, 

water and the upward point means spirit is above us. When the 

point is pointing down it means spirit is below us and is a symbol 

of evil or dark entity worship. You can wear Pentagrams for 

protection or you can draw them in your mind if you feel like you 

are in danger with the first line going up to the top point then 

finishing the rest of the Pentagram. Pentagrams protect you against 

evil spirits as well as evil people that are sending you negative 

energy. 

The End. 
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VIII. Book of Shadows 

Please use the following pages to include all the details about your rituals 

after you do them and also any details about the results after you get 

results in the following days. 
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Book of Shadows pg.2 
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Book of  Shadows pg.3  
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Book of  Shadows pg.4  
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Book of  Shadows pg.5 
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Book of  Shadows pg.6 
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Book of  Shadows pg.7 
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Book of  Shadows pg.8 
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Book of  Shadows pg.9 
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Book of  Shadows pg.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The End. 
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